Solutions...  
...for precision cast urethane sheeting

- has been manufacturing precision cast urethane sheets since 1981...
- the toughest specifications...
- a variety of uses in a variety of industries...
- a multitude of applications from golf club inserts to specialized gaskets...
- the highest quality urethanes available...
- over 100 formulations to meet your specific needs including FDA and USDA requirements...

- has the largest precision cast sheets on the market with...
  - standard sizes of 30" x 96" and 48" x 120"
  - thickness tolerances of +/-0.01" on all sheets
  - hardnesses range from 10A to 72D durometer
  - colors available from black to neon green
  - custom colors are available

Solutions...  
...for urethane rod and tubing

- **Cast Rod** is cast in bored and honed molds to ensure the precise roundness and consistent diameter you need for rollers, bumpers, mounts and other parts. Rod is available in diameters from 1/2" to 6" in 36" lengths and in hardnesses from 40A to 75D. We’re happy to provide larger diameters and custom lengths. Just ask.

- **Tubing** available in a variety of i.d./o.d. combinations and lengths and in hardnesses from 40A to 75D.